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338 shoulder badges 

 Worn on both sleeves of the 
jacket. The top of the badge is to 
be 2 cm below the shoulder 
upper seam. 



Achievement and certification badges
 The fitness badge, the marksmanship 
badge and the speciality is worn on the 
bottom of the left sleeve, immediately 
above the top of the cuff. 

 The music level badge is only worn on 
the left sleeve, 1cm above the speciality 
badge, the fitness badge or the 
marksmanship badge. 



Air Cadet Proficiency Levels

 Centred on the left sleeve of the jacket, the bottom of the badge 
immediately above the top of the cuff.  

 **If a cadet achievement and certification badge is worn, the Proficiency 
Level Badge is worn 1 cm above the cadet Achievements and certifications 
badge(s). 



Summer training badges

 Summer courses badges shall be worn with the participation badges on the 
right sleeve in the order that they are awarded 



Staff cadet and international 
exchange badges

Worn with the CTC Qualification insignia on the right sleeve in the order that they are 
awarded. The first insignia awarded is centred immediately above the cuff of the uniform 
jacket. The second insignia awarded is placed immediately to the left of the first insignia, 
to the front of the sleeve. The third insignia awarded is placed immediately to the right of 
the first insignia, to the rear of the sleeve. The fourth, fifth and sixth insignia are placed 

immediately above insignia one, two and three forming a second row of insignia and they 
are placed in the same order as the first row. Is a seventh insignia is awarded, it shall be 

placed immediately over the forth insignia.  
Only a maximum of seven insignia shall be worn. 



Pilot Wings
 Issued Glider Pilot / Power Pilot sewn (nylon 
thread) insignia shall be worn centred directly 
above the left breast pocket and horizontal on the 
cadet jacket and flight suit.  

 Glider Pilot / Power Pilot pin may be purchased 
and worn on the jacket and collared shirt when the 
jacket is removed, centred directly over the left 
breast pocket and horizontal.  

 Silver and Gold wire thread embroidered Glider 
Pilot / Power Pilot badges may be purchased by 
the cadet and are authorized for wear only on the 
uniform jacket in lieu of issued wings.  

 I f a cadet successfu l ly completes both 
Scholarships, only the Power Pilot Wings shall be 
worn. The Glider Pilot Scholarship CTC 
Qualification Badge shall then be worn with the 
other CTC Qualification Badges. 

 The Glider Pilot CTC badge is never worn with the Glider Pilot 
Wings. 



Pilot wings (continued)

Left pocket



Duke of Edinburgh’s award pin

 The Bronze, Silver or Gold pin awarded 
under the Duke of Edinburgh Award 
Program shall be worn centred on the right 
breast pocket, equidistant between the 
lower seam and the lower edge of the 
jacket pocket flap.  

 The pin is worn on the jacket only. 

Bronze

Silver

Gold



Duke of Edinburgh’s award pin 
(continued)

 Previous designs of the Duke of Edinburgh 
Award pins are authorized for wear as 
awarded. 



Position of the badges  
-Left sleeve

2 cm 

The rank badge 
is worn centered, 
mid-way between 
the elbow and 
the upper 
shoulder seam.

1 cm



Position of the badges  
-Right sleeve

2 cm

9 cm



Badge Placement
 Summer courses badges shall be worn on 
the right sleeve in the order that they are 
awarded  

 Proficiency level and qualification badges 
shall be worn on the right sleeve in the 
order that they are awarded  

 The first badge awarded is centred immediately 
above the cuff of the uniform jacket. The 
second badge awarded is placed immediately 
to the left of the first badge, to the front of the 
sleeve. The third badge awarded is placed 
immediately to the right of the first badge, to the 
rear of the sleeve. The fourth, fifth and sixth 
badges are placed immediately above badges 
one, two and three forming a second row of 
badges and they are placed in the same order 
as the first row. If a seventh badge is awarded, 
it shall be placed immediately over the forth 
badge. Only a maximum of seven badges shall 
be worn. 



Air Cadet League of Canada 
effective speacking competition

 Worn centred on the left jacket pocket, equidistant 
between the lower seam and the lower edge of the 

pocket flap. Pins are provided by the Air Cadet League 
of Canada but are not be procured at public expense. 



Marksmanship zone competition 

 Worn centred on the left jacket pocket, equidistant 
between the lower seam and the lower edge of the 

pocket flap.



Biathlon zone competition

 Worn centred on the left jacket pocket, equidistant 
between the lower seam and the lower edge of the 

pocket flap.



Wearing the participation and 
competition pins

Left pocket


